Wordless Books in the CMC

Unencumbered by text, wordless books allow the child’s imagination to run wild as he creates his own story. The following is a list of wordless books in the CMC. Books in the **juv E** section are arranged alphabetically by the author’s last name.

*A ball for Daisy* by Chris Raschka, **juv E**  
*A boy, a dog and a frog* by Mercer Mayer, **juv E**  
*A boy, a dog, a frog and a friend* by Mercer Mayer, **juv E**  
*A summer storm* by Keith Pigdon, **juv E**  
*Ah-choo* by Mercer Mayer, **juv E**  
*Anno’s alphabet: an adventure in imagination* by Mitsumasa Anno, **juv 411 Ann**  
*Anno’s Counting book* by Mitsumasa Anno, **juv 511 Ann**  
*Anno’s Counting House* by Mitsumasa Anno, **juv E**  
*Anno’s Flea Market* by Mitsumasa Anno, **juv E**  
*Anno’s Italy* by Mitsumasa Anno, **juv E**  
*Anno’s Journey* by Mitsumasa Anno, **juv E**  
*Anno’s Magic Seeds* by Mitsumasa Anno, **juv E**  
*Anno’s USA* by Mitsumasa Anno, **juv E**  
*Carl’s afternoon in the park* by Alexandra Day, **juv E**  
*Carl goes shopping* by Alexandra Day, **juv E**  
*Carl’s masquerade* by Alexandra Day, **juv E**  
*Changes, changes* by Pat Hutchins, **juv E**  
*Clown* by Quentin Blake, **juv E**  
*Deep in the forest* by Brinton Turkle, **juv E**  
*Dinosaur dream* by Dennis Nolan, **juv E**  
*Everyone is dressing up!* by May Rousseau, **juv E**  
*Flotsam* by David Wiesner, **juv E**  
*Follow me!* by Nancy Tafuri, **juv E**  
*Free fall* by David Wiesner, **juv E**  
*Frog goes to dinner* by Mercer Mayer, **juv E**  
*Frog on his own* by Mercer Mayer, **juv E**  
*Frog, where are you?* by Mercer Mayer, **juv E**  
*Good dog, Carl* by Alexandra Day, **juv E**
Hiccup by Mercer Mayer, juv E
Home by Jeannie Baker, juv E
Island dog by Rebecca Goodale, juv E
Jeremy isn't hungry by Barbara Williams, juv E
Moonlight by Jan Ormerod, juv E
Mouse around by Pat Schories, juv E
One frog too many by Mercer Mayer, juv E
Oops by Mercer Mayer, juv E
Our house on the hill by Phillipe Dupasnier, juv E
Pancakes for breakfast by Tomie DePaola, juv E
Picnic by Emily Mccully, juv E
Rain by Peter Spier, juv E
Re-Zoom by Istvan Banyai, juv E
School by Emily Mccully, juv E
Sector 7 by David Wiesner, juv E
Sing, Pierrot, sing by Tomie DePaola, juv E
Sunshine by Jan Ormerod, juv E
The 46 little men by Jan Mogensen, juv E
The apple bird by Brian Wildsmith, juv E
The Arrival by Shaun Tan, juv E
The cat by Marie-José Sacre, juv 636.8 Sac
The Grey Lady and the Strawberry Snatcher by Molly Bang, juv E
The hen by Katerina Lovis, juv 636.5 Lov
The hungry crocodile by Melissa Webb, juv E
The penguin by Fiona Moodie, juv 598.2 Moo
The polar bear by Mireille Delon-Boltz, juv 599 Del
The red book by Barbara Lehman, juv E
The silver pony by Lynd Ward, juv E
The snail by Jaroslav Junek, juv 594 Jun
The snowman by Raymond Briggs, juv E
The trunk by Brian Wildsmith, juv E
The wild duck by Sibyell von Fischer, juv 598.2 Fis
Time flies by Eric Rohmann, juv E
Topsy-turvy: pictures to stretch the imagination by Mitsumasa Anno, juv 793.7 Ann
*Truck* by Donald Crews, *juv E*  
*Tuesday* by David Wiesner, *juv E*  
*Where's my monkey?* by Dieter Schubert, *juv E*  
*Whos shoes?* by Brian Wildsmith, *juv E*  
*Will's Mammoth* by Rafe Martin, *juv E*  
*Window* by Jeannie Baker, *juv E*  
*You can’t take a balloon into the Metropolitan Museum* by Jacqueline Weitzman, *juv E*  
*Zoo city* by Stephen Lewis, *juv 596 Lew*